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	    						More pictures								
												
				

							
	
				
					Details				

				
					A suitable for the breeding of budgies, neophemas and lovebirds. This eggfood has a coarse structure for a better assimilation and negligible food wastage. The extra added lysine and methionine guarantee an optimal growth and feather composition. The extra iodine stimulates the activity of the thyroid gland.
				

				
				Brand :
				
										Orlux
				
				


				
				Package :
																				1 Kg / 5 kg					
				
				

				
														
					Species :					
						Budgies, neophemas and lovebirds					
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		Gold patee small parakeets		
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		Eggfood dry large parakeets & parrots		
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		Gold patee large parakeets & parrots		
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